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Abstract 

Inorganic semiconducting nanowires are suitable components for high-performance flexible 

electronics, due to their attractive and tuneable physical, chemical and electrical properties. The key 

requirement to attain such applications is the controlled transfer of NWs over flexible materials, which 

needs to ensure three critical aspects, (1) controlled location, (2) alignment and (3) density. Several 

techniques exist to align high-aspect ratio 1D nanostructures in a scalable, easy, fast and low-cost way, such 

as dielectrophoresis (DEP) that consists in an electric field induced alignment. 

During the current work at the University of Glasgow, a modified DEP technique was used to align 

V2O5 nanowires. The aim was to use a dip coating modified DEP large-scale assembly over flexible 

substrates. By assembling the nanowires with microelectrodes positioned through a dielectric layer, the 

templated nanowires could be used for fabrication of devices without interference of alignment electrodes 

and fabricated structures. The setup consists of electrodes over polyimide sheet with 4 arrays of different 

gaps. The fabricated substrate is fixed in a carrier which is dip-coated through a vertical movement in a 

V2O5 NW/DI water solution. An AC signal of 300 V, 1 MHz and a withdrawal speed of 100 μm/s are the 

optimized DEP parameters. SEM images revealed a nanowire density of 15 NW/μm with 96% alignment.  

Given the thermal sensitivity of V2O5, structures with aligned NWs were used as a temperature 

sensor with a resulting temperature coefficient of resistance of -0.97 and -0.1 % K-1 for contact and 

contactless setup, respectively.  

  

Keywords: Nanowires alignment, dielectrophoresis, large-area transfer, temperature sensor. 
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Resumo  

Nanofios (NF) semicondutores inorgânicos são componentes adequados para eletrónica flexível de 

alto desempenho, devido às suas propriedades físicas, químicas e elétricas atraentes e ajustáveis. O 

principal requisito para atingir tais aplicações é a transferência controlada de nanofios sobre materiais 

flexíveis, que precisa garantir três aspectos críticos: (1) localização controlada, (2) alinhamento e (3) 

densidade. Existem várias técnicas para alinhar nanoestruturas 1D, de maneira escalável, fácil, rápida e de 

baixo custo, como a dieletroforese (DEP) que consiste num alinhamento induzido por campo elétrico. 

Durante o trabalho atual na Universidade de Glasgow, uma técnica de DEP modificada foi usada para 

alinhar nanofios de V2O5. O objetivo era usar a técnica modificada de DEP em grande escala por 

revestimento por imersão sobre substratos flexíveis. Ao depositar os nanofios com microelétrodos 

posicionados através de uma camada dielétrica, estes podem ser usados para a fabricação de dispositivos 

sem interferência entre elétrodos de alinhamento e estruturas fabricadas por cima dos nanofios. A 

configuração consiste em elétrodos fabricados num substrato de poliimida com 4 matrizes de diferentes 

espaçamento entre elétrodos. O substrato fabricado é fixado num transportador que é imerso através de 

um movimento vertical numa solução de água desionizada com nanofios de V2O5. Um sinal AC de 300 V, 1 

MHz e a velocidade do transportador de 100 μm/s são os parâmetros DEP otimizados. As imagens SEM 

revelaram uma densidade de 15 NF/μm com alinhamento de 96%. 

Dada a sensibilidade térmica do V2O5, estruturas com NF alinhados foram usadas como sensor de 

temperatura com um coeficiente de temperatura de resistência de -0,97 e -0,1 % K-1 com configuração por 

contato e sem contato, respectivamente. 

 

Palavras-Chave: Alinhamento de nanofios, dieletroforese, transferência de larga escala, sensor de 

temperatura. 
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Motivation and Objectives 

 The effort made by researchers in developing nanomaterials and improving their manipulation 

techniques had made flexible electronics industry a reality. This is an emerging market with almost $31.7 

billion profit in 2018 and it’s expected to reach $77.3 billion by 2029 according to IDTechEx. 

The integration of nanomaterials as basic building blocks for devices of flexible electronics is of most 

importance, as they enable the fabrication of the most used active components like transistors and diodes. 

Organic materials are on the base of flexible electronics and are used as substrates or active-materials like 

n-type semiconductor. However, for high-performance applications like displays or electronic skin they are 

not suitable, as they have low carrier mobilities, when compared to inorganic semiconducting materials. By 

employing inorganic nanomaterials in a controllable way and printing interconnections, high–performance 

flexible components like transistors can be created and connected to other components to create a complex 

system.  

Nanowires are high aspect-ratio nanostructures, with tuneable electrical and geometrical properties, 

they can have cost-effective synthesis and are suitable for flexible devices. Nevertheless, manipulation of 

such structures with precision and patterned assembly on flexible substrates in a large-scale apparatus, is 

still a challenge.  

Therefore, the objective of this work is the alignment of nanowires, using an electric field, with a 

known technique called dielectrophoresis.  

 

The main goals of this work are bulleted below: 

 

• Patterned alignment of high aspect-ratio nanostructures e. g. nanowires through a dielectric layer 

with dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique. 

• Automated dip-coating DEP process for patterned alignment on flexible substrates with reusable 

electrodes for roll-to-roll application. 

• Fabrication of vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) nanowires array as basic building block for temperature 

sensors (Bridging two pads). 

• Passive-matrix addressing of 900 V2O5 NW pixels through Via-bridges. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Large-scale flexible electronics 

Flexible electronics are characterized by being thin, light-weight and having high bendability or even 

stretchability while their performance remains constant.  

The development on the synthesis of novel nanomaterials led to a revolution on this area, application 

of such materials on flexible substrates results in a wide variety of complex systems like electronic skin [1], 

sensors [2,3] or photovoltaics [4].   

The substrates used can go to 20 μm thickness or less and can be polymers like PET (Polyethylene 

terephthalate), PI (Polyimide) or paper. Such devices are very thin and different features can be added 

depending on the materials used, for example, transparent polymers allow fabrication of transparent 

devices. 

Fabrication techniques are also important, printing conductive inks on flexible substrates with roll-

to-roll technique will enable low-cost, fast and large-scale manufacturing [5] by replacing expensive clean 

room techniques. This will allow flexible electronics to be fabricated as easy as printing a newspaper. There 

are however some challenges to overcome. Problems like ink formulation with different nanomaterials, 

sintering of such inks on low-thermal resistance polymers, manipulation of nanostructures for basic 

building blocks or adhesion and encapsulation of such structures are problems that remain to be solved. [6] 

1.1.1. Nanowire based flexible electronics  

1D nanostructures are characterized by having 2 dimensions in the nanometer scale (<100 nm) and 

a third with dimensions that can be more than 1000 times higher. Structures like nanowires (NWs), 

nanotubes and nanoribbons are inserted in this group. Materials in such structures have different electrical, 

optical, mechanical and other functional properties comparing to their bulk (3D) compositions. 

The high surface to volume ratio of nanowires makes these structures highly sensitive to external 

effects making them very promising in sensors, detectors, photovoltaics and catalysts.  

Due to the small dimensions of nanowires they will experience a quantum confinement effect. The 

nanowire dimensions will reach values close to the electron mean free path, leading to a change in the 

electron transport mechanism across the nanowires. This is highly dependent on the length and diameter 

of the nanowire, as diameters can reach just a few nanometres . [8-10] 

Nanowires can be integrated on many applications due to their combined electrical and mechanical 

properties, a wide number of publications with nanowires of different materials has been published, a 

neural silicon NW-FET was developed by Navaraj et al [10], transparent NW electrodes [11] and many 

others reviewed on [12]. 

1.2. Alignment techniques of 1D nanostructures 

High-performance devices and applications require oriented conformations of 1D nanostructures. 

Integration of these structures with controllable and patterned disposition is crucial to fabrication of 

devices on different types of substrates. 

There are several advantages in aligning nanostructures. In a random network there is a high 

probability of electrons to go around the NW network decreasing its performance. [13] It's preferable that 

the conduction occurs on the least number of entities possible, a single nanowire can transport electrons 

faster than several nanowires connected between them. This is due to the junction resistance between 
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nanowires, which will increase the sheet resistance. The contact resistance can be lowered with thermal 

annealing that will increase the area of contact by fusing the nanowires together. The distribution thickness 

and density of these structures is important not only to create high-performance devices, but also to 

fabricate large-scale circuits with similar component performance. Also, optoelectronics applications 

require a control on the density and uniformity of the network, higher density means lower transmittance 

which can affect the optical properties of the device. Overlapping nanowires on the network can cause 

short-circuits and leakages in multi-layered device. [14-16] 

In order to prevent this random distribution several techniques have been explored, like Langmuir-

Blodgett (LB), contact printing, capillary printing, magnetic, electric-field induced and others reviewed on 

[13]. Most of these techniques can assemble the nanowires in a parallel way but they lack controllable and 

oriented positioning. Magnetic and electric field induced orientation can prevent this issue, but magnetic 

orientation requires that the particle is magnetized, thus, is not viable for the most electronic applications. 

A low cost, fast, simple and high-throughput method is required for a feasible industrial application.  

The majority of nanomaterials used for flexible electronics are conducting or have polarizability 

characteristics, therefore an electric field induced alignment is highly favourable. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) 

can be used at room temperature with a variety of nanomaterials in a liquid dispersion, it’s a low-cost 

method to align and pattern nanowires, can be scalable and doesn’t affect the structure integrity. 

1.2.1. Dielectrophoresis 

The concept of dielectrophoresis was introduced by Herbert Pohl in 1951 and is the combination of 

the word “dielectric”, with the Greek word “phoresis” that stands for force [16]. The main difference 

between DEP and standard electrophoresis is its application to neutral particles under an un-homogenous 

electric field. [17] Nevertheless, to guarantee an efficient use of this technology, the electromechanics 

between the materials used in such apparatus, when subject to an electric field must be fully understood. 

When a perfect dielectric spheroid is subjected to an electric field, the opposite charges of the particle 

will be distributed in opposite directions with a distance d (depending on the magnitude of the electric field) 

creating a dipole that polarizes the particle. If this sphere is submersed in a fluidic dielectric material (e.g. 

DI water) with different dielectric constants and conductivities, a dipole moment (p) will be induced (Eq. 

1) dependent on the volume of the particle (v), the electric field (E) and polarizability (α).   

The direction of the dipole moment is dependent on the dielectric properties of the materials 

involved in the process, Fig.1 represents the behaviour of the electric field lines when interacting with a 

cell. If the cell is less conductive than the field the current flux lines will tend to concentrate on the fluid 

avoiding the cell (Fig.1a) and the vector for the dipole moment will be opposite to the electric field. The 

contrary occurs when the lines go through the cell, which is more conductive than the surrounding medium 

(Fig.1b), this is valid for other types of particles and structures. The magnitude of this dipole moment 

depends on the polarizability of the particle defined by Eq. 2. Where εm is the medium permittivity and FCM 

the Clausius-Mossotti factor. 

𝑝 =  𝛼𝑣𝐸                                                                                      (1) 

𝛼 =  3 𝜀𝑚𝜀0 𝐹𝐶𝑀                                                                               (2) 

Figure 1 – a) Field lines avoiding the cell when the fluid is more conductive. b) Field lines penetrating the cell when the fluid 

is less conductive. [14] 
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The Clausius-Mossotti factor (Fcm) (Eq.3) defines the polarizability of the particle in relation to the 

medium, it is dependent on the permittivity of the medium and particle (εm,p). When FCM is positive the 

particle is more polarizable than the fluid (εp > εm) and it will be attracted towards the high-density field, 

the opposite happens when εp < εm, in this case the particle will be repelled from these zones. [19-22] 

Equation 3 is for an ideal dielectric medium where there is no ohmic conduction of mobile charges, if energy 

losses are considered FCM will be dependent on the complex permittivity’s defined in equation 4, where σm,p 

is the conductivity of the medium or particle, j is √−1 and ω the angular frequency of the signal. 

 𝐹𝐶𝑀 =  
𝜀𝑃 −𝜀𝑚

𝜀𝑃 +2𝜀𝑚
                                                                          (3) 

𝜀𝑃
∗ = 𝜀𝑝 − 𝑗

𝜎𝑝

𝜔
        &          𝜀𝑚

∗ = 𝜀𝑚 − 𝑗
𝜎𝑚

𝜔
                                                       (4) 

The dependency on the frequency can be explained considering the same spheroid subject to a high 

frequency signal (>10 kHz). When the dipole is created the charges move in opposite directions, this 

movement requires time for the masses to move. A sinusoidal AC signal will change its polarization each 

half period. If the frequency is very high the charges will not have enough time to move and create the dipole 

as the charges cannot follow the electric field polarization. [19] 

The spatial distribution of the electric field is another important factor since the opposite charges of 

the dipole are distanced and may experience different magnitude forces. Under an electric field the particle 

will experience a torque that will align the dipole parallelly to the field lines, however, this torque only 

occurs until the dipole aligns with the field lines. In a non-uniform electric field, the dipole charges will 

experience not only the torque but also a translational force, as the forces applied on both charges will be 

different. This is called dielectrophoretic force and defined by the Eq. 5, which depends on the volume of the 

particle (𝑣), the real part of FCM (Re (FCM)) and the square gradient of the electric field (∇|𝐸2|).   

𝐹𝐷𝐸𝑃  =  𝑣𝜀𝑚𝑅𝑒 (𝐹𝐶𝑀)∇|𝐸2|                                                                      (5) 

A brief explanation of the forces was made considering a sphere, however, in this work its pertinent 

to explore a model for 1D nanostructures. A nanowire will have similar behaviour as the sphere when 

exposed to the electric field, a dipole is induced when the surface charges move to its extremities, however, 

to quantify the DEP forces a different model must be assumed, a prolate spheroid is a reasonable 

approximation to a cylindrical particle with high aspect-ratio. Because the nanowire has a very high aspect 

ratio, the forces on the structure will be highly anisotropic and Re (FCM) must be separated in two 

components, FCM-Long (Eq. 6) and 𝐹𝐶𝑀−𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡(Eq.7) which represents the long (length) and short-axis (radius) 

of the nanowire, respectively.  

Depending on the relative position of the nanowire according to the gradient different magnitude of 

DEP forces are present. If the nanowire is parallel to the field gradient, the DEP force (translational) has a 

single component along the length of the nanowire and it will follow the direction of the field lines. When it 

is perpendicular to the field gradient the DEP force is based on the short-axis FCM, the nanowire experiences 

a force perpendicular to its length-axis with the direction of the gradient. When the nanowire is not 

perpendicular or parallel both forces are involved in the process. The volume of nanowires is defined by Eq. 

8 [21-23] 

 𝐹𝐶𝑀−𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 =   
𝜀𝑃

∗ −𝜀𝑚
∗

𝜀𝑚
∗                                                               (6) 

𝐹𝐶𝑀−𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 2 
𝜀𝑃

∗ −𝜀𝑚
∗

𝜀𝑃
∗ +2𝜀𝑚

∗                                                           (7) 

𝑣 =
1

2
𝑟𝑁𝑊

2 𝐿𝑁𝑊                                                                            (8) 
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There are other forces beside the FDEP that may negatively influence the alignment process. As 

particles get smaller Brownian motion which is originated by thermal energy has more impact on the 

particle. By inducing an electric field two forces occur, Electrothermal flow occurs when a high electric field 

is applied on the electrodes, which will dissipate power creating a localized heating, thus, increasing the 

temperature (electric currents will also create joule heating). This increase leads to a localized change of 

fluid parameters such as, density, viscosity, permittivity and conductivity leading to the creation of 

buoyancy, Coulomb and dielectric forces. Electro-osmosis flow occurs with the medium-electrode 

interaction, the voltage will attract electrolytes which settle on the surface of the electrode creating an 

electrical double layer. The electrolytes experience a force tangential to the electrode surface creating a 

movement which leads to a flow, the velocity of this effect can be calculated with varying frequency[24].  In 

the case where the mentioned forces are similar or higher than DEP force, alignment or particle separation 

will be compromised [15 - 20]. A high frequency signal (AC) will have this effect reduced, as the charged 

ions can’t follow the fast change of polarization. 

With the physics addressed, a macroscopic view of the process can be approached. Nanofabrication 

techniques allows the design of very small microelectrodes with gaps in the micrometer scale. It is found 

that the electrode gap must have around 0.8 the length of the corresponding nanowires for a maximum DEP 

force. [25] The usual DEP process aligns the nanowires on top of the electrodes with direct contact, when 

using higher voltages there’s a risk of burning the bridging nanowires. The use of dielectric layer between 

the electrode and the deposition layer is found to prevent this issue.  [26,27]  

This has a few advantages over normal DEP process. First the electrochemical reactions between the 

particles and electrodes are eliminated, the electrothermal effects are reduced, the sample is not affected 

by fouling and the devices are chemically inert and robust. Also, the alignment electrodes may not be 

suitable for post-alignment building of systems, with a dielectric layer the desired interconnections can be 

built on top of the nanowires without any interference. [28]  

1.3. Temperature sensor array 

Humans have a variety of senses like hearing, sight, taste, smell or touch and technology has evolved to 

simulate each one of them with good success. Hearing can be linked to microphone and speakers, taste and 

smell to electronic tongue and nose, sight to cameras and touch to electronic skin (e-skin). Electronic skin 

requires a variety of sensors, such as humidity, pressure and temperature. In this work, V2O5 a material with 

high temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) was used as the sensitive material for a flexible 

temperature sensor patch.  

The aligned nanowires are used as a basic building block, each zone with high density alignment is used 

to fabricate a pixel. A pixel is the smallest component on a digital image, a spatial distribution of those pixels 

in a flexible patch allows a localized real-time analysis of the skin temperature. 

The proposed temperature sensor has also a capability of being applied as bolometer, which is a device 

used for thermal imaging through infrared radiation (IR) usually with wavelengths between 8 μm to 12 μm. 

There are two types of infrared detectors, photon and thermal, photon detectors absorb radiation through 

the photon-electron interaction, where thermal detectors are based on the variation of electrical properties 

on the sensitive material with heating. In the last, there is no electron-photon interaction, the sensitive layer 

experiences heating from an absorbing layer that as large IR absorbance coefficient.  

Different figures of merit are used to characterize the bolometer performance, responsivity, 

detectivity and TCR. The only approached characteristic was the TCR that is defined by Eq.9. 

𝛼 =
1

𝑅

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑇
                                                                                   (9) 
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TCR value depends on the material type, metals have higher resistance with temperature (positive 

TCR), since resistivity depends on the drift speed of the electrons, which depends on the particle collisions. 

Higher temperature will increase the number of collisions between electrons and atoms resulting in lower 

drift speed and less current. On the opposite, semiconductors have negative TCR, as the resistance lowers 

with temperature. Higher temperature lowers the bandgap of the semiconductor leading to more free 

electrons, resulting in higher currents. 

 Each pixel of the array was addressed using a passive matrix. A reliability study of Via-bridges for 

passive matrix was published for the IEEE FLEPS Conference in Glasgow 2019, shown in Annex P.   

1.3.1. Vanadium (V) Oxide 

Vanadium oxide is known as having a high temperature coefficient of resistance with values around 

-4 %K-1 in thin films, making it highly desirable for thermal sensitive applications[32,33]. 

A precise study was previously made with V2O5 nanowires and fibres. The material crystallizes in 

orthorhombic layered structure of VO5 square pyramids which are linked through the edges and corners 

between them, with lattice parameters of a = 11.54 Å , b = 3.571 Å and c = 4.383 Å [25,26]. 

Ultralong crystalline nanowires (80-120 nm diameter and cm long length) were synthesized by 

hydrothermal approach, with an individual nanofiber showing 0.5 S/cm at 300k and bandgap of 2.5 eV [31]. 

The conductivity occurs by polaron hopping between the V5+ and V4+ centres, it was concluded that with 

each V4+ there is an oxygen vacancy, so the ionization energy is the amount needed to remove the electron 

from this centre. The conductivity is anisotropic and greater in the axis where V-V distance is the shortest, 

closer cations result in a greater overlap of wave functions and the probability for tunnelling is higher, 

leading to higher conductivity [33]. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Simulations 

In order to simulate the electric field gradient on the fabricated electrodes the software Comsol® 5.4 

was used, rendering the electric field strength (V/μm) and gradient (arrow surface). Both 2D and 3D images 

of the simulation were taken for both setups (PI and PVC), with the dimensions of the electrodes defined in 

section 2.2.1, a signal of 160 V and 100 kHz frequency. The 3D simulation was sliced at a depth of 100 μm 

on the water layer, where most of the nanowires will be attracted by the electric field. The gradient (arrow 

and cone surface) was plotted with the equations defined in (annex O) where the units for each square 

electric field gradient component (𝑥, 𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑧) are 𝑘𝑔2. 𝑚/(𝑠6. 𝐴2). The constants used are defined in table 

3 (Annex R). MatLab® was used to plot the real part of the Claussius-Mossoti factor. (Annex N) 

2.2. Dielectrophoresis alignment  

2.2.1. Electrode fabrication  

The mask used has 4 arrays, each with different gap size (40, 50, 75, 100 μm), each array has 

approximately 1.5 cm side length with 15 columns, each with 15 small gaps, giving a total of 900 small gaps 

and a full size of 3 x 4.5 cm. Picture of the mask and corresponding sample is in Annex A. 

Standard photolithography procedure was used for the fabrication of the electrodes. A 6 x 6 cm sheet 

of polyimide was cleaned for 9 min. in an ultrasonic bath with acetone, isopropanol alcohol (IPA) and 

reverse osmose (RO) water, each of them for 3 minutes. After cleaning and drying, a 4-inch wafer was used 

as a carrier for the clean polyimide. MicroChem Primer 80/20 was spinned on the substrate at 3000 rpm 

for 30 sec, followed by Microposit photoresist S1805 with same conditions. A soft-bake was made in a 

hotplate at 65 °C for 2 minutes. After spinning, the substrate was soaked in 1:1 solution of Microposit 

developer concentrate for 2 minutes, rinsed for 1 minute and finished with another soft-bake at 90 °C for 2 

minutes. The substrate was then exposed to UV for 3 seconds with hard contact using the mask aligner SUSS 

Microtec MA6. After exposure, the substrate was baked again at 125 °C and developed with the same 1:1 

Microposit solution for 2 minutes.  

Before metallization the substrate was subjected to a O2 treatment for 1 minute at 100 Watts power, 

to clean and improve the adhesion of the metal to the substrate. The metallization was made with e-beam 

evaporation through the Plassys MEB550S equipment, it was evaporated 10 nm of Nichrome followed by 

140 nm of Gold. After metallization the sample was submersed in Microposit remover 1165 and left in a hot 

bath of 50 °C for at least 30 minutes, while it was periodically checked until the lift-off is successful. 

Two photolithography recipes were used in this work, the first is detailed Annex P and the second is 

the one described above. 

2.2.2. Preparation of NW suspension 

Different concentrations were used along the work but the main solution used in the parameter study 

is explained here. Commercial Vanadium pentoxide nanowires were used from Novarials with lengths 

higher than 100 μm and diameter of 40 nm. 0.05 g of nanowire cluster was weight into 15 mL of DI water 

and stirred for 30 to 60 minutes at 350 rpm, until the clusters are reduced to very small agglomerates. More 

15 mL of DI water was added to dilute the nanowire concentration and the mixture was ultrasonicated with 

Camsonix C575T to disperse the remaining clusters and break the nanowires into smaller lengths.  
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2.2.3. Design of container 

The containers for the solution were designed to support the electrodes and load the nanowire 

solution. The first is a simple container with 3.5 cm width and 5 cm height with an opening of 6 mm and 2 

legs that can be in an angled position. The second is a larger container with 7 cm width and 6 cm height with 

10 cm opening. A carrier for the substrate was also designed. All the parts were designed in Solidworks 

2018 and 3D printed in an Ultimaker S5 with Easyprint PLA 2.85 mm material. The sketches are found in 

annex C. 

2.2.4. Dip coating alignment 

The alignment procedure combines the products of the 3 procedures described above. In top PVC 

alignment the electrodes are insulated with PVC using hot lamination technique, the alignment will be 

observed on top of this layer. In the backside polyimide alignment, the electrodes are insulated with Kapton 

tape and the alignment is going to be observed in the backside of the polyimide substrate, a schematic of 

both setups is found in annex B. 

The first step is to connect 3 external wires to the pads with copper tape and silver conductive 

adhesive paint from RS pro. Then the substrate was fixed to a carrier that will transport the sample inside 

and out of the container. The solution is poured on the container, the electrodes submersed and an AC signal 

was applied with the signal generator Teledyne Lecroy wave station 3082, which was connected to an FLC 

electronics A400DI amplifier. After alignment the substrate was pulled out manually and the signal turned 

off. In the PVC-setup the small container was used. PI-setup was an upgraded version of the experiment 

where the substrate is fixed in a printed carrier that can be fixed to a motorized linear stage X-LSM050A 

from Zaber. In this setup the larger container was positioned below the carrier and filled with the nanowire 

dispersion. Annex D shows both alignment setups. 

2.3.  Characterizations 

2.3.1. Morphological and elemental analysis 

High resolution images were taken using scanning electron microscope (SEM) SU8240 from Hitachi. 

Nanowire alignment was analysed with GT Fiber software and the nanowire density by counting the 

amount of NW by the corresponding width. X-ray spectroscopy was performed on the same SEM equipment. 

2.3.2. Optical microscopy 

Two microscopes were used, the first is a Nikon Eclipse LV160ND and the second is a Leica M165C 

mounted on an optical table. These were mostly used for a macroscopic analysis of the aligned nanowires. 

2.3.3. Thermo-electrical characterization 

Thermal characterization of the sensor was performed with a hotplate as the heat source, the sample 

is fixed on a metal plate and connected to the Agilent 34461A 6.5-digit multimeter. For the contactless test 

the metal plate is positioned 20 cm away from the hotplate, where the sample is facing the hotplate and on 

top a beaker with water is placed. For the contact test the metal plate is placed on top of the hotplate. 

Temperature variation is 5 °C and 25 °C for contact and contactless test, respectively, where an IV curve is 

plotted with 2 minutes separation for each temperature step. The setup is shown in annex G. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Simulations 

3.1.1. Clausius-Mossotti factor 

The Clausius-Mossotti factor dependency of frequency is plotted in the fig. 2, both for long and short-

axis of the nanowire. The long-axis component is dominant at low frequencies and lowers from 100 Hz to 1 

MHz where the short-axis component will become dominant. The short-axis component is responsible to 

move the nanowires into the high-density field gradient zones (small gaps of the electrodes), so a better 

yield is expected when the short-axis becomes dominant over long-axis component which occurs with the 

increasing frequency. 

 

Figure 2 – FCM plot with frequency for long and short axis of the V2O5 nanowire. 

3.1.2. Electric-Field 

With electric field gradient simulations through the material layers it is possible to better understand 

how strong the field is at certain depth and how the results compare to such values.  

In Fig. 3 the contour lines represent the electric field strength around the gap zone, it has values of 

0.1 close to the polyimide substrate and lowers to 0.06 V/μm at 100 μm above the gap, it is expected that 

nanowires within at least 200 μm will feel a strong enough attraction force. Comparing both PVC (Annex S) 

and PI setup (Fig.3), a slight decrease on the electric field strength is found with PVC. This occurs due to the 

change in dielectric properties between PVC/PI and the thickness of PVC that is 30 μm bigger than PI.  

The electric field gradient can be observed with the arrow surface on both Fig.3 and 4, which is 

pointing towards the centre of the small gaps where the electric field is stronger. 

Figure 4 represents the electric field strength and gradient distribution across the xy axis. The field 

is stronger where the gap is smaller as expected, but also between interconnects and electrode pairs which 

is not desirable. The electrode gap plays a very important role when a precise patterning and pixel 

separation is desired, the zones ranging from 0.02 to 0.05 V/μm will attract nanowires, as shown in Fig.11b. 

Optimizing the electrode geometry is of major importance to prevent deposition of nanowires in 

undesirable positions, zones where the simulation has light blue colour will still attract nanowires, the 

designing of new electrode geometries can be based on these simulations. An improved design of electrodes 

for isolated alignment pixels require a larger gap distance (dark blue) between the interconnections with 
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minimal spacings of 500 μm for 160 V, the alignment zones (red) have the gap defined by the nanowire 

length. 

 

 

3.2. Dielectrophoresis Alignment 

One crucial step for a successful alignment is the nanowire length relation to the gap size. Commercial 

nanowires have lengths up to the centimeter range and sonication was found to be effective in breaking the 

nanowires into smaller pieces suitable to the gap size of the microelectrodes, the length variation with 

ultrasound bath was studied with 0, 20 and 40 seconds. In Fig. 5 the lengths are considerable reduced due 

to sonication that will induce a bubble-jet and shock waves leading to nanowire fragmentation. The force 

applied on the structure is proportional to the nanowire length and reaches values above 100 GPa, while 

long nanowires will fracture due to bending, medium-smaller nanowires fracture due to tensile force. A 

more detailed study is made in [34].  

 

Figure 3 – 2D simulation of the square gradient (arrows) and electric field strength (contour) on the backside PI setup, bottom 

layer is PI and top layer is water. 

Figure 4 – 3D simulation of the square gradient (cones) and electric field strength (colors) on the backside PI setup, sliced 

at 100 μm on the water layer.   

Figure 5 – Variation of nanowire length with different sonication times. a) 0 seconds. b) 20 seconds. c) 40 seconds. 
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3.2.1. Top-side PVC alignment 

Microscope images were obtained using dark field mode, the substrate must be positioned in such 

way that the light is perpendicular to the nanowires, taking advantage of scattering effects for better 

visualization. The polyimide substrate is also fixed to a dark carrier to improve the contrast between the 

substrate and the nanowires.  

The first step consisted in the optimization of the NW length and concentration with drop casting 

before optimizing the signal parameters. The first solution consists in 40 mL with unknown concentration 

of NW, Fig.6a, b, c represents a dried drop for different dilutions of the solution. Concentration will affect 

the alignment density, a higher concentration will result in a denser alignment but if the concentration is 

too high the nanowires will cover the entire substrate and templating does not occur.  

The voltage study is shown in Fig.6 d, e, and f, in this experiment an air blow drier was used to aid 

the evaporation process of the drop through heating, this leads to an increase of the Brownian motion in 

the fluid which might overcome the DEP force that is very low at such voltages. With 25 V the DEP force is 

still not enough to attract nanowires into the desired position, although a small alignment can be observed. 

Nevertheless, due to the use of a blow drier, the experiments for NW concentration and voltage 

investigation loses reliability due to the kinetic energy of the air hitting the drop. 

After optimizing the concentration and the first voltage tests, follows the dip coating experiments 

which is the main objective of the work. To check how weak is the connection between the deposited NWs 

and the substrate, a drop was deposited and pipetted back after 10 min. As seen in figure 7 the NWs 

remained in the substrate as the suction force is not enough to pull out all the NWs from the substrate. 

 
The first dip coating experiment was made with the container positioned vertically, the signal was 

applied for 30 minutes and the substrate was pulled out. It is important to note that the alignment direction 

is perpendicular to the withdrawal direction, during the withdrawal the flow will create a shear force on 

the nanowire perpendicular to the DEP alignment direction, misaligning the nanowires. [27], [35] 

Figure 7 – a, b) Extracted drop with pipette after 10 min with different concentrations. 

Figure 6 -Alignment experiments with 100 kHz frequency. a, b, c) Drop casting over PVC layer with different concentrations. 

d, e, f) Same setup with voltage variation. 
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In Fig. 8a no alignment is present as the DEP force is not enough to attract the nanowires, withdrawal 

with field left on was also tested to maintain the DEP force applied during the pull-out but no improvement 

was observed (Fig.8b). The same experiment was made using the container with 60° angle (Fig. 8c), a slight 

improvement is observed but with very low quality. The voltage was increased to 50 V which leads to a 

higher DEP force resulting in a more noticeable alignment, figure 8d is an image of this experiment and 

reveals higher density but still a very poor alignment. 

 

As low voltages and the flow shear force might be one of the principal causes preventing the 

alignment, a modification was made in the container to create a controllable flow extraction, a small hole 

around 2 mm was drilled on the bottom of the container and a very small tube with a 1 mm diameter 

opening was attached (Fig.9a). During the experiment a small binder clip is blocking the tube and it is 

removed after the experiment time, the solution is leaked onto a beaker drop by drop with an approximately 

flow of 0.33 mL/s.  

An experiment with this setup was made with 25 min, 100 kHz, 4:1 concentration and higher voltage 

of 100 V, the results are shown in Fig. 9b, c. Increasing the voltage will increase the DEP force which 

increases the alignment quality, it is also observed the presence of clusters that are not desirable on the 

experiment, this is due to the reuse of the same solution that will have impurities and clusters of nanowires. 

The controllable solution extraction might have lowered the misalignment forces but its presence is still 

visible. 

 
While raising the voltage the electrodes started to burn the substrate during the experiment, one 

explanation is that the increased voltage will lead to a localized joule heating. This heating melts the PVC 

layer and water leaks inside shorting the electrodes and burning the substrate (Annex I). This results in an 

unusable electrode delaying the progress, due to the time-consuming process of fabricating new electrodes. 

 However, raising the voltage to 180 V improved the alignment and density (Fig.10), the field 

strength is inversely proportional to the gap but as the voltage reaches such high values the field strength 

is going to be strong enough in gaps larger than 100 μm. Alignment starts to occur not only between the 

small gaps but also between the interconnections and electrode pairs (Fig. 10c), which was predicted by the 

Figure 8 - Dip coating experiments.  a) 12.5 V, 100 kHz, 25 minutes 6:4. b, c) Experiment with same conditions as a) with 

electric field on during pull-out and angled container, respectively. d) Experiment with 50 V, 100 kHz, 30 min, 4:1. 

Figure 9 – a) Container with small tube attached and deposit beaker. b, c) Alignment experiment with controllable solution 

leak, using 100 V, 100 kHz and 4:1 for 25 minutes. 
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3D simulation (Fig.4). Also, in Fig.10c there is present a proof that the alignment is highly dependent on the 

relation between both DEP force and flow force direction, in the left side between the interconnects where  

DEP and flow forces are parallel the alignment and density is much higher than between the gaps, where 

the forces are perpendicular to each other. 

 

Here follows a summary of the outcomes from the experiments made with the top PVC alignment: 

✓ Voltages over 150 V proved to be sufficient to create a strong electric field gradient on the 

surface of the dielectric PVC layer. 

✓ The angle of the container and withdrawal with electric field on have small impact on the 

process. 

✓ The drag force of the flow is an important factor affecting the alignment, the same way the 

flow can misalign the nanowires it can also create a force to align them if the alignment force 

is parallel to flow direction. 

✓ High voltage burns the substrate and a replacement of the dielectric layer must be considered. 

✓ Withdrawing the sample manually is not rigorous and a dangerous practice, a motor with 

micrometer resolution can be used to control the withdrawal and make the process automated 

without human handling. 

3.2.2. Backside polyimide alignment 

The backside polyimide alignment is an upgraded version of the whole configuration and process, 

taking into account the previous results. The changes from the previous setup are bulleted below: 

✓ The PVC layer was replaced by Kapton tape to insulate the electrodes, alignment now occurs 

on the backside of the substrate through the polyimide layer in which the electrodes are 

deposited. (Annex B) 

✓ The withdrawal step of the carrier substrate is done by a micrometer resolution motor. 

✓ Real-time viewing of the alignment process was possible due to the use of an optical table 

microscope with a coupled camera. 

✓ Fresh bottle of nanowires from the same supplier replaced the 2-year-old nanowires. 

The solution used in Fig. 11a has 0.04g with 10 mL of DI water, without sonication the nanowire 

length is much higher than the gaps preventing any alignment from occurring. With more 10 mL and 30 sec 

of sonication the nanowires have lengths in the range of the gap dimension and alignment is observed (Fig. 

Figure 10 – a) Alignment experiment with 180 V, 100 kHz, 6:4 and 25 minutes. a, b) alignment zones on down left array 

(75 μm gap). c, d) Alignment on down right array (100 μm gap). 
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11b). Fig.11e and f represent dried drops and the NW orientation is highly affected by the evaporation of 

the drop, also the coffee ring effect is clearly visible. 

With 260 V the voltage reaches such high levels that the nanowires tend to align in the larger gaps 

between the electrode pair, one explanation for this might be that the dipole created on the nanowire will 

generate an electric field around the nanowire strong enough to attract other nanowires. Without a SEM 

image it is not possible to state a reliable conclusion, it might also be alignment of nanowires with lengths 

proximal to the larger gap size.[36] 

 
After optimizing the solution to the new setup with drop casting, the dip coating setup could be 

optimized. The first test was made with 260 V, 1 MHz and withdrawal speed of 100 μm/s (Fig.12a). The use 

of a very slow pull-out motion was expected to reduce the misalignment but the flow force is still present 

even with such a small speed.  

The withdrawal step proved to have great impact on the process. The alignment and flow direction 

are perpendicular and leads to misalignment, with this, the sample was rotated 90° so the direction of 

alignment and drag force is parallel. The first experiment with the rotated substrate was made with 160 V, 

100 kHz and 10 μm/s, the alignment clearly improved and the effect of the flow promoting the alignment is 

shown in Fig. 12b. 

 

Figure 12 – a) Experiment with perpendicular flow and alignment direction. b) Experiment with parallel flow and alignment 

direction. 

With the drag force of the flow issue fixed, a parameter study was made, to better understand how 

each variable influences the alignment and what is the combination in which the alignment and density is 

highest. 

 

 

Figure 11 – a) Drop casting of 0.04 g in 10 mL without ultrasound treatment. b, c) Alignment with 160 V and 260 V after 

adding 20 mL and 30 sec of sonication. d) Image of the large-area alignment. e, f) Alignment post-evaporation of b) and c) 

images. 
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3.2.2.1. Submersion time 

The time study in which the sample is submersed is present on Fig. 13, the experiment was conducted 

with 160 V, 100 kHz and a withdrawal speed of 100 μm/s. It is known that dielectrophoresis is a time 

dependent technique, more time results in more nanowires being attracted by the field and aligned between 

the gaps. In Fig. 13 the difference of density between 2 and 10 minutes is noticeable, with more time the 

density is higher but alignment is compromised.  

During the video observations of a drop casting experiment with a video camera embedded in the 

microscope an interesting effect is observed. The alignment occurs in the first seconds, nanowires that are 

close to the gap will be instantly pulled towards the high-density field, however, nanowires that are more 

distant will take more time until they reach the high gradient zone and rapidly align. The misalignment 

present in Fig.13c can be explained with nanowires that are randomly moving on the solution through 

Brownian effect or buoyancy, these nanowires will move freely until they reach a zone where the gradient 

starts to create enough force to overcome the viscous force and pull the nanowires until they settle. 

3.2.2.2. Signal frequency 

The signal frequency parameter study was made with the parameters fixed at 300 VPP, 100 μm/s and 

2 minutes inside the solution. With the increasing frequency it is expected through the simulations that the 

short-axis component dominates leading to a higher density of alignment. In Fig.16 this effect is clearly 

observed and at 1 MHz the alignment density is higher than 100 or 10 kHz, consistent with the simulation.   

 

Figure 14 – Effect of frequency on nanowire alignment with 300 VPP, 100 μm/s and 2 min. submersion time. 

3.2.2.3. Applied VPP 

The first voltage study was made with 100 kHz and withdrawal at 100 μm/s after 2 minutes 

submersed in the solution. As expected, the change from 160 V to 300 V results in a denser alignment of 

nanowires, raising the voltage will also make the electric field reach higher radius (as seen in 2D field 

simulation) attracting more nanowires. With higher force the alignment is improved and the nanowires are 

Figure 13 – Effect of submersion time on nanowire alignment with 160 VPP, 100 kHz and 100 μm/s withdrawal speed. 
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almost perfectly aligned with the field lines, also the density increases because the gradient in the gap is 

much higher and attracts more NWs to that zone.  

 
A second voltage study was made with the same conditions (100 μm/s and 2min. time) but with a 

higher frequency of 1 MHz. Comparing Fig. 14 and 15, the density is higher for all values of voltages using 1 

MHz instead of 100 kHz. Also, the alignment density at 1 MHz increases with voltage due to higher DEP 

force but it does not have the significance that the frequency has on the process. 

 

Figure 16 – Effect of voltage on nanowire alignment with 1 MHz, 100 μm/s and 2 min. of submersion time. 

3.2.2.4. Withdrawal speed 

The withdrawal speed study was made with 1 MHz, 300 VPP and 2 min. of submersion. Raising the 

pull-out speed proved to have low impact on the alignment and density of the nanowires, through 

microscope images the differences are minimal and it’s not possible to make a reliable conclusion. On all 3 

speeds the density and alignment is good, the drag force will occur post-alignment and an improve can be 

expected on higher speeds as the drag force will generate more force to align the nanowires.  

 

Figure 17 – Effect of withdrawal speed with 300 VPP, 1 MHz and 2 min. submersion time. 

In order to have a more precise study of the withdrawal speed influence, the conditions were kept 

the same (1 MHz, 300 VPP) and the carrier has a continuous movement inside and out instead of stopping 2 

Figure 15 – Effect of voltage on nanowire alignment with 100 kHz, 100 μm/s and 2 min. of submersion time. 
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min before pull-out. Basically, the alignment will occur by continuously aligning nanowires from different 

zones as the substrate moves through the solution. This will also create a flow on the container moving 

nanowires that may approximate the surface and get pulled by the field. With a higher speed (Fig. 18b) the 

density is less than lower speeds because there is not enough time to attract the nanowires in the vicinities, 

also, lower speeds result in more time inside the solution leading to a denser alignment. 

 

Figure 18 – Effect of withdrawal speed with continuous movement using 300 VPP, 1 MHz and 2 min. submersion time. 

Summing up the parameter study, the best combination for high density alignment is 300 VPP, 1 MHz 

and a continuous movement down and up at 100 μm/s. It is important to note that in order to have higher 

density the same sample can be dipped more than one time. The large-scale alignment was obtained with 

the optimization of all the factors involving the process, these parameters were optimized to the 

characteristics of the system (electrode geometry, gap length, NW length, diameter and both particle and 

medium dielectric properties). 

In order to make the whole process (electrode fabrication, alignment and device fabrication) easier, 

low-cost and more customizable, it was proposed the use of a double-sided tape to make the electrode 

substrate and the alignment substrate two different parts. Using a very thin double-sided tape (5 μm) from 

Nitto the electrode substrate can be fixed to another substrate that will be peeled-off after the alignment 

process. This can be used with different combinations of substrates. The concept was proved using glass 

substrate with electrodes and the tape where only one PET liner is removed, leaving the top PET (28μm 

thickness) on the tape which will act as the alignment substrate. This structure is shown in Fig.19a, Fig.19 

b and c represent the aligned NW in pre and post peel-off, respectively. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 19 – a) Structure with double-sided tape configuration. b) Drop casted alignment (inside white rectangle) on top of the 

PET film on glass substrate. c) PET film after glass peel-off without electrodes on the backside.  
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3.3. Aligned Nanowires characterization  

3.3.1. Optical characterization of aligned nanowires 

PI backside alignment with 3-time dipping is shown in Fig.20 with the respective SEM images. The 

density was calculated to be 14 NW/μm with 0.96 alignment, where 1 is a perfect alignment. Comparing the 

microscope image with the SEM image, the number of nanowires aligned are much higher than it looks in 

the microscope images used in the parameter study, nanowires with smaller diameters become too small 

and it is not possible to see them under a normal microscope.  

Figure 20 – Backside alignment of nanowires. a) Alignment with 160 VPP, 100 kHz, 100 μm/sec with 3-time dipping. b,c) 

Aligned nanowires on the backside of PI with 2 different magnifications. 

3.3.2. Energy dispersive spectroscopy  

The EDS element spectrum reveals peaks in carbon prevenient from the carbon tape, vanadium and 

oxygen (Annex Q). The weight and atomic composition without carbon is shown in table 2, nanowires from 

the new batch have a V:O relation similar to 2:5, consistent with the V2O5 structure.  

Table 1 - EDS atomic and mass weight. 

 Mass (%) Atomic (%) 

Vanadium 48.52 22.84 

Oxygen 51.48 77.16 

3.3.3. Pixel lift-off characterization 

In order to address each pixel, two pads were patterned with lithography with the nanowires 

bridging both (Fig.21), the 3-step process of spinning, development and lift-off is shown in figure 21 a, b, c, 

in each step a percentage of nanowires is lost, decreasing the density and thus the performance per pixel of 

the device. It is highly desirable to maintain the initial density of nanowires to have similar high 

performances between pixels. 

Lithography is a very harsh process for the nanowires that are only deposited on the PI surface, fixed 

by weak Van der Walls forces. One solution to improve the adhesion between the nanowires and substrate 

is annealing them at high temperature of 180 °C for 30 minutes, and, if possible, the use of a N2 furnace to 

prevent oxidation on the material.  

SEM images after the lift-off are shown in Fig.21d, e, and f, revealing that the nanowires have a coating 

after processing, this can be justified by a poor lift-off, meaning that a part of the photoresist remains in the 

nanowire surface. 
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3.3.4. Electrical characterization of single V2O5 pixel 

An IV curve of a lifted-off pixel was made, the nanowires belong to the old batch and the 

corresponding pixel is in figure 22b. In a closer look at the image approximately 5 NW are bridging the pads, 

the resultant resistance is 12.2 MΩ. Such high value is due to the low density of nanowires but through the 

SEM image residues of photoresist are observed, this will raise the contact resistance between the pads and 

nanowires, resulting in a higher resistance.   

 

3.4. Temperature sensor array 

3.4.1. Passive Matrix fabrication  

The temperature sensor pixels were addressed using a passive matrix with a Via-bridge, the 

schematic is presented in figure 23. The alignment electrodes array has 900 small gaps which result in 900 

independent pixels of thermal sensitive nanowires (V2O5). The reliability of the Via-bridges was verified by 

bridging the pixel pads followed by an electro-mechanical test on one column to row path, the results are 

shown in the submitted conference paper (Annex P). The full device with the thermal sensitive pixels and 

passive matrix addressing was not reached due to time limitations. 

Figure 21 – Cross-section of the fabricated pixels. a) Aligned nanowires between electrode gap (backside) with photoresist.      

b) Photoresist developed pads. c) Lifted-off electrode pads with nanowire bridge. d, e, f) SEM image of lifted-off sample with 

increasing approximation. 

Figure 22 – IV curve of aligned nanowires after lift-off with the corresponding analysed pixel. 
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Figure 23 – Cross-section and 3D model of the passive matrix addressed nanowire pixels. 

 

During the Via-bridge fabrication a problem occurred with the lift-off process of the top row lines, 

the use of ultrasound which was supposed to help the Au lift-off also removed the gold at zones where the 

SiOx is on top of the polyimide (Fig.24d). This can be explained by the thickness of the depositions, the pad 

and column have 100 nm, the insulating layer 500 nm and the row 150 nm. The zone of the row that is on 

top of the polyimide has a step of 100 nm comparing to the zones on top of the pad or column, the ultrasound 

force was enough to remove this layer that is in a fragile conformation. 

 

3.4.2. Thermal characterization 

The thermal characterization was made with the new nanowires, the pad deposition with the 

bridging nanowires revealed issues leading to low density of nanowires. Due to this low density, the thermal 

characterization was made with aligned nanowires on top of the alignment electrodes, using them as 

interconnections. The IV curves correspond to the alignment made across the whole array, short circuiting 

the electrodes everywhere, shown in annex L. Through SEM image of the characterized sample (Fig. 25), a 

NW density of 9 NW/μm was calculated.  

Figure 24 – a) Developed photoresist of bridged pads. b) Developed Via-hole photoresist. c) Deposited column on the left-

side pad and developed Via-hole in the right-side pad. d) Top row deposition with lift-off problem. e) Fixed row line on top of 

the Via-hole. f) Image of the fabricated flexible sample. 
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The setup used for contactless experiment is very simple and it is not reliable for bolometer 

characterization, for a proper characterization the setup must comprise a vacuum chamber, IR source (laser 

or blackbody emitter) and a chopper for time response study.  

TCR was obtained by plotting the curves of Fig. 26 with resistance variation to the initial resistance 

and the temperature variation, by fitting the obtained curves the TCR is extracted through the slope (Annex 

M), these results are shown in table 2. 

Contact setup has a higher TCR than contactless (-0.97 %K-1), in contact setup the metal plate is 

touching the hotplate and there is heat transfer by conduction through the plate to the substrate and the 

NWs, the response is linear with the variation of temperature.  

In contactless setup the heat transfer is due to radiation and reached a reasonable TCR of -0.1 %K-1, 

here the sensitive material (V2O5 NW) is in contact with 3 different materials, polyimide, PVC and gold, these 

will act as absorbents of IR radiation heating up and increasing the temperature of the NWs. Also, the size 

of the gold interconnections is a major conductive heat absorber that will influence the temperature of the 

NWs. Usually, in a microbolometer a chamber is etched below the sensitive layer in which a metal layer is 

deposited to reflect the infrared radiation back to the NWs, however, applying this on the used system is 

not an easy and straightforward process.  

It is worth mentioning that Vanadium pentoxide is not biocompatible and needs to be isolated, this 

was made with lamination of PVC on top of the nanowires. Also, the lamination partly reduced the resistance 

as the nanowires are pressed against the electrodes, raising the contact area. 

Table 2 - TCR (% K-1) of contact and contactless setup. 

 

 

 

 

  

 TCR (% K-1) 

Contact -0.977 

Contactless -0.108 

Figure 25 – a) SEM Image of alignment on top of the electrode. b) Approximation of the aligned nanowires. 

Figure 26 – Thermal characterization of Vanadium Pentoxide nanowires in contactless and contact setup, with the 

corresponding resistance and temperature variation. 
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4. Conclusions and Future directions 

4.1. Conclusions 

In this work the main objective was the large-area alignment of nanowires on flexible substrates 

through dielectrophoresis technique.  

The simulations of the electric field strength and gradient proved to be precise with the conducted 

experiments, the gradient created with the gap size/voltage relation is important for a precise localized 

deposition. 

The first dip coating experiments were made with voltages under 100 V and frequency of 100 kHz 

where no alignment was observed, even with a few variations such as, withdrawal with electric field on and 

angled container to minimize gravitational forces. The drag force created by the flow proved to be one of 

the most important aspects along with the voltage applied. Using voltages over 100 V and flipping the 

substrate to make the alignment and withdrawal direction parallel enabled the large-scale alignment of 

nanowires.  

 Dielectrophoresis alignment through an insulting layer is a viable process although it requires high 

voltages for a high yield in a dip coating system. The thickness between the electrode and the alignment 

zone must be the lowest possible to prevent the use of very high voltages that may damage the electrodes 

or the substrate.  

The video capture of nanowire alignment showed that higher voltages and 1 MHz comparing to 100 

kHz frequency led to a much faster alignment, also, the nanowires first rotate according to the field direction 

and then translate to the high gradient zones, the alignment process occurs in a few seconds after the 

application of the electric field. Higher frequencies revealed higher alignment density as the radial 

component of the Clausius Mossotti factor became dominant over the length component of the nanowire. 

There are a few parameter relations for an optimized dip coating DEP alignment. The nanowire 

length and gap size are relevant in the electrode design, which can be predicted with Comsol simulations. 

The liquid in which the desired nanowire material is dispersed must be carefully picked through the 

dielectric constants and analysed with the Clausius-Mossotti simulation. To finish, the AC signal and 

withdrawal speed must be optimized according to the last two relations for a uniform large-scale alignment. 

SEM images of aligned nanowires on the backside revealed a 15 NW/μm with 96% alignment. 

The second part of the work concerns the pixel fabrication with the nanowires as active component, 

the aligned nanowires might need a thermal treatment before the lithography steps to promote adhesion 

to the substrate and prevent any loss of nanowire density.  

Thermal characterization of contact setup and contactless revealed a TCR of 0.97 and 0.1 %K-1, 

respectively. Contact setup has higher TCR as the heat transfer occurs faster through conduction than 

heating by IR radiation at 20 cm. 

The main objective of aligning nanowires in a large-area on a flexible substrate was assured and 

preliminary work to achieve secondary objectives, such as pixel and passive-matrix fabrication for 

temperature sensing patch, have been started, nevertheless more work needs to be developed. During the 

6 months period length of the thesis, a conference paper regarding the reliability of Via-bridges for flexible 

electronics was submitted for the IEEE FLEPS conference, Glasgow 2019 (Annex P). 
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4.2. Future directions 

Due to this work large-scale integration of nanowires in a conformal and localized disposition on 

flexible substrates is one step closer to reality, the design of emerging applications for a variety of fields is 

possible but still some parameters need to be optimized and tuned-up according to the materials used. 

 A study with different materials and different gap size could reveal the influence of the voltage/gap 

size relation for optimal alignment. The electrode design is of extreme importance and is dependent on the 

nanowire length, Comsol simulations proved to be reliable and future designs can be based on these 

simulations. 

With the reusable electrode concept using the double-sided tape a roll-to-roll application can be 

approached, also, only the nanowires that are in the proximities of the field are attracted, to improve the 

density of alignment a continuous flow could transport the nanowires to these zones. However, this flow 

should not be strong enough to overcome the DEP force. 

The lift-off process is leaving residues of photoresist on the nanowires, more time of lift-off or a 

very thin layer can be deposited on top of the nanowires to prevent direct contact with the resist. 

Thermal characterization of the array must be made under a reliable setup with vacuum chambers, 

IR emitter and choppers for response characterization. 

 Furthermore, with the DEP technology optimized the use of different materials, electrode 

configurations, substrates and a roll-to-roll process enables the possibility of fabricating devices for a wide 

range of flexible applications with the use of 1D nanostructures. 
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Annex 

Annex A – Electrode array mask (left) and the corresponding nanofabricated sample on polyimide. 

 

Annex B – PVC setup (left) and PI setup (right). 

  

Annex C - Model of PVC setup container (Left), PI setup container (middle) and PI setup substrate 

carrier (right). 

 

Annex D – Array connected with external wires (left), dip coating of PVC setup (middle) and motorized 

dip coating of the PI setup (right). 
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Annex E – Passive matrix with plugless Via-bridge schematic model. 

 

Annex F - Electrode and passive matrix schematic dimensions. 
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Annex G – Piece of metal with fixed sample (left), Contactless setup with beaker cooling the metal 

piece (centre) and contact setup. 

 

Annex H – Electro-mechanical test setup. 
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Annex I – Burned electrodes. 

 

Annex J – Nanowire alignment and density analysed through SEM image with GT Fiber. 

 

Annex L – Dielectrophoresis alignment with drop casting on top of the electrodes for thermal 

characterization. 
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Annex M – TCR calculation with linear fitting. 

 

Annex N – Matlab code to calculate real part of FCM. 

 FreqPow=0:0.1:15; %Frequency values from 0 to 15 with 0.1 step. 

  
Epsilon0=8.857e-12; % F/m 

  
EpsMed=80*Epsilon0;  %Dielectric constant of medium (H2O) 
EpsilonParticle=25*Epsilon0;  %Dielectric constant of particle (V2O5) 

  
ConductivityMedium=1e-6;  % Conductivity medium (H2O) 
ConductivityParticle=50;  % Conductivity particle (V2O5) 

  
RealClausMossatiFactor=zeros(length(FreqPow),1); 
for(p=1:length(FreqPow)) 
    Freq=10^FreqPow(p); 
       EpsilonMedium=EpsMed; 

                   
EpsilonPartComplex=EpsilonParticle-1i*ConductivityParticle/(6.28*Freq); %complex of the 

particle 

  
EpsilonMedComplex=EpsilonMedium-1i*ConductivityMedium/(6.28*Freq); %complex of the medium 

  
FcmLong=(EpsilonPartComplex-EpsilonMedComplex)/(EpsilonMedComplex); %Fcm for lenght axis NW 

  
Fcmshort=2*(EpsilonPartComplex-EpsilonMedComplex)/(EpsilonPartComplex+2*EpsilonMedComplex); 

%Fcm for short axis NW 

  
Fcmlongreal(p)=real(FcmLong); 

  
Fcmshortreal(p)=real(Fcmshort); 

  
end 

  
plot(FreqPow, Fcmshortreal); 

  
hold on 

  
plot(FreqPow, Fcmlongreal); 

  
hold off 
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Annex O – Comsol simulation gradient approximation. 

Arrow volume coordinate equations 

Ex - d((ec.Ex)^2+(ec.Ey)^2,x) 

Ey - d((ec.Ex)^2+(ec.Ey)^2,y) 

Ez - d((ec.Ex)^2+(ec.Ey)^2+(ec.Ez)^2,z) 

Annex Q – EDS of new nanowire batch. 
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Annex P – IEEE FLEPS conference, Glasgow 2019. 
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Annex R – Table of constants used in the simulations. 

Table 3 - Electrical constants used in simulations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* - The electrical properties of vanadium pentoxide by James McCulloch, 1968. 

 

 

 

Material εr σ (S/m) 

Polyimide [37] 3.4 6.66 × 10−18 

Gold [38] 6.9  4.5 × 106 

DI Water [23] 80 1 × 10−6 

PVC [37] 2.9 1 × 10−16 

Vanadium Pentoxide 25 * 50 [31] 
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Annex S – Electric field gradient of PVC setup. 

 

 


